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Attila...........
the project manager!
Originally prepared by Svetlana Valueva for Hotdog magazine
HIS YEAR the main event of the dog show world took place in the capital of Hungary against a
backdrop of an FCI General Assembly, an impressive array of club shows and International
all-breed dog show. The overall entry in all shows was almost 18,000 dogs from all over the world.
We spoke with Attila Márton, the Project Manager of the World Dog Show 2013 two months after green
and red carpets were rolled up and the halls of HungExpo were cleared for the next event.
What did it feel like to manage the whole World Dog Show, was it overwhelming and a humbling
experience to stay behind the scenes as the show unwrapped and reached its final moments?
How many other show organsiers go through the same agonies?
Surely there is advice here for future big show organisers.

T

Here is what Attila had to say:
Tell us a little about yourself –
educational background, how long
you‘ve been working for the
Hungarian Kennel Club, are you
involved in dog world, do you own
and/or breed dogs?
I started to work for the Hungarian
Kennel Club in September 2009. I have
worked on many different fields during my
professional career and I am very lucky to
gain knowledge in many areas. With
regards to the canine world, I am an
outsider. I really love dogs but to keep one
in my current situation would be really
selfish and careless.
I have a business degree which allows
me to see the dog world from an
absolutely different aspect than breeders
and exhibitors and helps me a lot to work
open-mindedly and effectively.

twice a year. The very first Komárom Dog
Show was my very first dog show to
organize and I still love to go back. Last
year we organized the first FeHoVa Winter
Dog Show in Budapest, a great four-day
event and soon we will start to prepare the
third one coming next February.
I ran another type of FCI event that I am
very proud of. Eight months before the
World Dog Show Hungary hosted the FCI
IPO Utility Dog World Championship
2012. It was a real amazing event with a
real good team achieving real big
success.

Did you also have to organize the
FCI Assembly?
Yes. I attended two Assemblies because
it was important to know how these events
work and I wanted to get to know
delegates of the fellow countries. The
What was your first reaction when General Assembly was a real challenge
you learned that your kennel club especially because an outstanding
was awarded the honours of number of countries registered their
delegates.
running the WDS?
I was there at the very moment when the
FCI General Assembly in Bratislava voted How did you end up a show project
the WDS 2013 for Hungary. Since I was a manager?
Since I have a lot of experience in
real newbie in the club at that time, I was
really overwhelmed with success and had project coordination and worked as the
no idea what it meant for the years to executive manager of the Hungarian
Kennel Club, it was probable that I would
come.
be involved in this challenging task. I ran
Did you organize any other shows? my ideas about the structure and the
nature of the whole project to our
What was the biggest one?
I have organized about a dozen dog president, Mr. András Korózs, and he said
shows so far including several CACIB an immediate yes to sign me as the
shows and several Champion of project manager.
Champions shows. The Hungarian Kennel
Club itself organizes 3 bigger events Basically you were in charge of
running the whole show?
annually, most of them are traditional.
To be accurate, I had to break down the
We have an excellent show ground in
Komárom, where we usually have shows show into smaller projects and make sure

that they ran together smoothly. I was
involved in strategic planning so I had to
know all areas and be prepared to solve
any problems on the spot.
I also had my own fields that I was
responsible for, for example security
protocol and traffic, communication
strategy and administration principles.
The whole project had a real complicated
structure with more hierarchy levels, would
be too boring to describe it.
Careful planning and execution was
very crucial: the Hungarian Kennel club is
not a huge organization and often we
really were short of staff.
How many people did you have in
your team?
The core team was made up of six
people. And to be honest, I can not even
estimate the exact number of the entire
staff. Because WDS was a multi-layered
project system, I have never had the
chance to meet everyone.
How did you select them?
The main organizing team was selected
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what is hiding behind it, how organizers
managed the process. I saw many things
I could use, mostly small details which are
always the most important.
I also had to realize that for example the
differences between the two venues make
a completely different concept for a show,
but above all I wanted to put together a
show with a real feel-good factor and
Did you use subcontractors for create a positive atmosphere even for our
specific tasks – lighting, Main Ring team. I think we achieved this.
design, etc – what were they and
how many people were involved You mention that two different
venues may change the whole
into performing outsourced tasks?
course
we
hired
many concept of the show. Can you please
Of
subcontractors
and
specialists. describe the HungExpo? What you
Instalments, transport, logistics were ran had to work with?
Studying the map, examining the whole
by different companies.
It is not easy to estimate the number of venue, considering all needs and
companies that worked for us. I guess we demands of exhibitors, judges and the
used about 15 – 20 companies. My main crew and then imagining what is going to
task with subcontractors was to prepare happen – this is how the task begins, a
contracts and meet managers or real complex work in case of such a huge
operative supervisors, so in most cases I territory.
We had to plan routes exhibitors took
have no idea how many people
from different entrance areas to halls and
completed the tasks.
to the show office. It is very important that
to be sure they can make it with their dogs
What was the most difficult task?
The most difficult task was to coordinate and all equipment without any serious
everything and meet deadlines. This was obstacles. We also had to prepare to force
an enormous project and it was mind- majeure situations, like heavy traffic, so
blowing to see how everything comes we prepared an alternative drop off spot
together like a huge puzzle. I really for our judges.
In a nutshell, we had to consider all
enjoyed it, because I have learnt a lot, but
advantages and disadvantages of the
it was an absolute challenge.
venue and then work on fitting the needs
What project took the longest time? of anyone entering and using the territory.
I think it was the contract for the venue.
It was very important to have a water-tight Were you satisfied by the press
contract that included anything happening coverage?
Absolutely satisfied! We were so busy
before, during and after the show.
running the event that we missed many
Was there any aspect of the things thousands of people experienced at
organizational process that did not the World Dog Show in Budapest. The
press gave me is real feedback on the
work out?
Luckily no. There were problems and show. I have read some great and honest
conflicts, but we solved them on the spot articles.
These articles are fantastic memories
and mostly behind the curtain.
that will we will cherish in the future.

by Mr. Korózs, but I selected my own team
myself.
We worked together on various projects
before and during the previous shows I
trained them especially for the WDS. It
would be very risky in some positions to
work together with someone with
unknown capabilities.

Did anyone consult for you on
organizing such a big event?
Not really. I was ready to use all my
previous project management experience,
but organizing such a complex event is
something you cannot really get ready for.
To be honest, it was bigger than I first
suspected.
It would be just great for the FCI to
develop something like an instructions
manual for bigger shows along with
management support or advisory service.
Usually organizers are on their own.
I know that you went to many various
shows around Europe learning from the
experience of others, what did you bring
home from them?
It is very tricky when you visit other big
shows to observe and pick up some tips
and hints, because this way you only see
the end result. You always have to think
this way: okay, that is the end result, but
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challenging. I think it was the toughest
period of my life.
For months I really missed having
privacy. I only went home to have some
sleep and then find myself back in the
office.
When a show launches, you get into an
absolutely weird state of mind. You are
prepared for any unexpected situations
and the most exhausting thing is to have a
clear mind at all times.
Tell us about the week after
When you complete a project that for
several years was a part of your life it is
always a really sad and overwhelming
feeling. I remember the last night when
the whole venue got empty and I just knew
that this part of my life was over. I really
had to come to terms with this emptiness,
which was not easy at all.
After the show I spent several days in the
countryside to catch up on sleep and get
plenty of rest and went back to work. I
took a longer vacation abroad a bit later.

What are your plans for the future?
I am not really someone who enjoys
sitting at the desk waiting for the day to
end. The time before the World Dog Show
was very difficult time for me, and all of a
sudden it was over, just like that. I am
making new plans and already working
on new projects, but it is too early to go
into specifics.
A few months ago I also began writing
a personal professional blog @
attilamarton.com. In the beginning I wrote
mainly about general management, but
now it is taking me in the direction of
event management. I will also write about
my new project in it in the near future.
I do believe that if you get from life a lot,
you have to give back a lot as well, it is
just fair. And I believe I got a lot in my life.
My family and friends – they are the best
support team one can only imagine. My
colleagues, co-workers, members of the
What were you feeling during the Hungarian Kennel Club – I am grateful for
last weeks and during the actual earning a right to call you my friends and
being able to share this adventure with all
show?
The last few weeks were very of you.
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